At light on mazda 3 2004

A Mazda 3 Hatchback 97, miles. The first time, it felt like the gear had slipped out when I drove
out of car lot. I parked car and turned it off and AT light disappeared when I restarted. No
problems for a month until today. The AT light came on today and the manual M part of
transmission would not go from 1, 2,3 or 4 but the D auto transmission worked fine. I parked
and turned off car, light and problem disappeared upon restart. I'm hoping it is a fluid level,
sensor or computer issue. I I will check fluid level and disconnect battery so that computer can
"reset. Calvin answered 3 years ago. GuruZ48FP answered 3 years ago. Both times the AT light
disappeared after turning off engine. So I would have to go directly to a code reader while the
motor is still running. The mechanic picked up nothing yesterday as the motor was already off. I
already disconnected negative battery terminal and everything is fine now. Also, tranny fluid is
pinkish red and at correct level. From what I've read and analyzed here and on other forums, I'm
in better shape than a lot of others with tranny issues. Mine is likely or hopefully something
electrical rather than mechanical. Another thing I'm trying to do is to keep it in Auto D and not
use the M so much. It's better to wear brakes than potentially damage tranny. Hotwils answered
2 years ago. Hey there, did you ever figure it out? My Mazda3 has started doing the same thing.
GuruZ48FP answered 2 years ago. It has been a problem for 10 months on and off. It hasn't
gotten worse so I have learned to live with it. Hey; the problem mentioned has just started on
my car; what is the suggestions of you? Annie answered 2 years ago. Check your input and
output speed sensors. Mine was doing the same thing and that was my issue. I bought a cheap
input speed sensor 6 months ago but never installed it. Car still does same thing, but it goes
away for a month if replace a quart of dirty fluid and add a clean qt. This is easier to do than fool
with the input sensor. Next time I'm going to add some Lubegard additive. Universal type I
suspect that my problem is a solenoid valve that gets stuck. Once car is warmed up, metal
expands in valve and it works fine. Fresh fluids help this. JSkobes answered 2 years ago.
Similar problem. Yellow AT light is on and car will not shift up from 3rd, runs at high rpms. Pull
over and shut off car. Start back up and problem goes away Same symptoms. This happens for
days. First fix I try is replacing tranny fluid and filter. No change as problem happens again next
day. Easy to fix. Today, after picking up lunch, same problem occurs. Kean answered 2 years
ago. If your Mazda 3 shifts gears from 5 to 3 randomly, the AT light comes on flashing with the
engine light, then the AT light goes off in about 3 miles, followed by the engine light in about 30
like everything is fine, it's very likely the Transmission Control Module. The TCMs on Mazdas 3s
are pron to overheating due to their proximity to the engine and crap out after 40k miles or so. I
had check this problem for my custom by scancar and i found a foult On 3 and 4 gear
Peakelement86 answered about a year ago. At means automatic transmission. Add tranny fluid.
Mine did the same, shifting hard, resets when shut off. The plug to add is under the air box and
more less under the battery box. Austin answered about a year ago. FIrst i noticed the
acceleration from stop was way slow than the car started shifting way to late than jerking than
the At light popped up and 2 weeks later my car wont even make it up the driveway.
GuruH8M9W answered about a year ago. Crushchic answered about a year ago. Don't laugh
Have you tried spraying off your radiator with a high pressure sprayer? If it gets clogged up
with bugs and whatnot, from alot of freeway travel, it is a great possibility! It will clog up the
tranny's cooling system Guru1PRTM answered about a year ago. Lee answered about a year
ago. Just bought a Mazda 3, 2. Thought all was well. I suggest taking it in. They said if you drive
around for a while in denial it does permanent transmission damage and you're buying a big
repair. Flush the trans every 30, miles. Check the Transmission control module!! That's what
was wrong with mine! Mine would be good in 1st skip 2nd and 3rd and be fine in 4th and 5th! I
checked Around everywhere and the parts pretty expensive! But thank God I found one at a
pretty decent price! JSkobes answered about a year ago. Update to my previous comments. I
had the issue of the trans getting stuck in 3rd. I changes fluid, replaced sensors, still had the
problem. The issue was the TCM. GuruPRTN6 answered about a year ago. DavisCleaned
answered 5 months ago. I have a Mazda 3 2. It goes on and off, with no certain pattern or
rhythm. I stopped by Autozone to have the codes scanned and it came back as P, which is for
the Shift Silenoid A. I'm no repair mechanic so I finally gave in and called a highly
recommended transmission mechanic who agreed to diagnose my car and tell me what's
wrong. He said he recommended a TCM Transmission Control Module replacement and said the
part itself would be pricey but that I could most likely install it myself. I assured him that I was
incapable of even attempting any vehicle repair, as I'm the type who duct taped a hole in my
coolant reservoir when it developed a hairline crack. He insisted I try as it would be stupid to
pay a ridiculous shop fee for labor of repair that only takes minutes to install. Any advice there
would be appreciated! I just wanted to share my experience as absolutely no codes or research
of my own came back to TCM error. Apparently, even though the code came back as a Shift
Silenoid A error- according to the mechanic, it is rare that a simple solenoid fixes transmission

issues once the AT light comes on. GuruZ48FP answered 4 months ago. Davis, I'm pretty sure
the TCM is under the battery housing. I no longer have my Mazda, but I did study this problem a
little. The battery comes out, then the plastic battery housing comes out and it is then
accessible. I also think some electrical terminals have to be disconnected. But google or you
tube this first to get a better idea. Guru9DSD7V answered 3 months ago. My Mazda 3 2. The
Engine check and AT on, manual transmission not working, automatic only shift to 3 rd gear.
Very shaking when shifting from parking to rear or drive. Does anyone have any suggestion?
VtLion answered 3 months ago. I'll follow up if I figure it out. JSkobes answered 3 months ago.
Guru9DSD7V, try replacing the speed sensor. When I had that problem, that was one of the
things I tried before replacing the TCM and it fixed the issue for a few weeks. I had the same
issue as David with the same error code. In my case there was a short circuit inside the tcm that
was blowing up the fuse and started smoking. Make sure the letter and serial matches the
spare. From what I saw the repair is fairly easy, I would have done it my self if I knew. So far the
car is shifting ok, hopefully it stays like this. Good luck. Shelby answered 2 months ago.
Guru9DSD7V answered 2 months ago. Does anyone have any suggestions? Update from the
above message. So I tried to check the speed sensors as suggested by other customers. It did
not work. I brought my car to " Mr. Tansmission" to get it checked. I was willing to accept the
deal, but hold on I checked the car files, my wife just had the transmission changed at the
Mazda dealer one year ago.??? I decided to get it a shot. I went back to the dealer the next day.
It turned out the transmission fluid was overfilled. I have been driving it for 10 days now, only
the engine light still on, otherwise everything else is working fine for now. Guru9ZWZ5Y
answered 2 months ago. If you are having TCM issues the best thing to do is remove it. Mazda
mounted it to the top of the transmission so it breaks down from the heat of the transmission.
Sent mine to myairbags. The first time, it felt like the gear had slipped out when I drove out Just
had a secondhand gearbox put in my car, full fluid change etc and now the AT light came back
on, what could this be? Could it just need wearing in and the light will go off or do I need to tak
Day after it was purchased I was driving down the freeway going 70 mph and it all of a sudden
shif I have a 04 Mazda 3 hatchback 2. I was told to change the thermostat. Now that it has been
done the CEL is still there. How long after the problem is fixed that the C I have a different car.
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Is this light on the instrument cluster, along with other warning lights? Or if not where? I could
find no reference to "AT warning" or "AT light" and all kinds of combinations like that. AT is
usually Automatic Transmission, so could you please explain in detail where the light is, red,
yellow, anything else you can tell me. I'd like to help. Hey there David I hopped on here early
this AM before work. Hope you're having a good evening! Is it low or what? Hopefully, you've
figured out what to do at this point If you are in serious doubt, have it looked at by a mechanic.
James answered 6 years ago. If a t light on mean transmission overheating need a flush and
filter change usually over heat cause filter clogged if u in Pennsylvania ,Newjersy or deware try
the mobile mechanic they come to you call MsMarilyn answered 5 years ago. AT warning light
would come on and my car would jerk as if shifting gears and I have an automatic Mazda 3.
Yesterday took to the dealer and did a diagnostic. I had to replace the two speed sensor and did
a transmission flush as that was also causing the AT light to turn on. This is what the dealer
told me. I really do not understand these things but he explained and I agreed. Not cheap but
definitely needed. More expensive if the transmission goes out that would be really expensive.
Car today is driving like a newborn. Get it checked out. WLee answered 5 years ago. Mine just
started also. Very scary driving and unsafe.. Will take to dealer. Hope don't need new Tranny.
Aerianne answered 5 years ago. My Mazda 5 felt like it shifted gears tonight and I briefly saw
AT3 flash in red on dashboard. Check Engine light came on. I drove about 5 miles home with no
other jerking but Check Engine still on. Grandlife answered 5 years ago. Hi I have a Mazda 6 4cyl
My AT light popped on this morning and then I started having trouble starting it What does this
mean? Kamarlo answered 5 years ago. Have a Mazda 5 the same at light and check light came
last night this morning the car is not moving. Philip answered 4 years ago. I have a 04 3i sedan.
Last year it did what many of the model does and quit shifting beyond 2nd gear. Had to replace
transmission. I've recently been hearing a "whoop whoop"sound that speeds up and down with
acceleration. Then the other day at the atm after driving miles or so it wanted to stall and the AT
light came on. I turned it off and back on and no more light and drove it home. Still got the"

whoop whoop" though. Which seems to be getting louder. Haven't drove it since. Sorry, not
really an answer but a question. The whoop? Juan answered 4 years ago. Omar answered 4
years ago. Eddiethedon answered 4 years ago. I have a 09 mazda premacy. My AT light started
flashing and car felt like gears slipping and jerking. Now the car has completely stopped
Juanm89 answered 4 years ago. BigRed answered 4 years ago. I have an 08 Mazda 6 2. The car
was jerking and slipping in between gears, now when the car sits over night the car shifts
regularly up until gear 4 it never shifts into gear 5. After the car has been driven for a long
amount of time the car stays in gear 3 even though I can reach to 80 and the rpm stuck at 6 what
is the problem. I also tried the Lucas transmission fix I notice a smoother ride but still stuck in
3rd gear, I will see the full result when I wake up. Pdrummond12 answered 4 years ago. My At
light kept going on and off then after a week my battery died. If I replace the battery will the at
light still come on. Byron answered 4 years ago. My wife has a Masada 6. The AT light came on
after a bad cold front came through the our area. The transmission seemed to lag a bit and
occasionally jump when shifting. When connected to a diagnostic computer no codes were give
Now it runs like a top! I can not believe the difference! If I had taken it to the dealership in would
have a huge bill. This took me most of the day because I took my time. Good luck to you Good
luck. I took my son's car to AAA after the car began making a loud putt sound and the AT light
began to flash on the dash causing the car not run beyond 2nd or 3rd gear. This solved the
problem. GuruY answered 3 years ago. In my Mazda the AT warning is by the Driver signal and
stopped working the transmission properly, do you think it is transmission problem?
Guru9YTYB answered 3 years ago. Here's what it is I checked the AT fluid and it was very low,
so added a quart, shifted through the gears and drove for five miles. Everything seems fine
now, but the lights won't go off. Should they go off on their own if the problem was resolved? Or
does a mechanic with special tools have to be the one to turn the lights off? Or does this
indicate that there is still an issue? Thanks - I am a single mom that recently moved to a new
city and do not know anyone here yet that I can ask, or even know a good shop yet! Brian
answered 3 years ago. I changed the AT Fluid just a week ago. What might be the problem??
Radood answered 3 years ago. Rear smash to my car from other vehicle smashing me and 2
days later car jerking and now engine light on then car started stalling and AT light and car with
traction lines both now on dash screen Mazda Penrith won't say it could of been caused from
the smash. I said has to be cause from smash as if not I would not of been in that place when
my car smashed as I couldn't drive my car as it stalls and jerks all the time. How could it be a
coincedense?? Insurance won't fix it as Mazda won't put in writing could of been from the
accident. Stacey answered 3 years ago. Output speed shaft or input speed shaft sensor s. I had
to replaced both and problem was resolved. Something I noticed, When my car is on Park and I
start it up and jump straight to reverse the car jerks and the AT lights comes on So 3 days ago I
did as I always do The AT light, how do i get rid of it Now am really confused Dawid answered 3
years ago. I have the same problem as every one my Mazda 3 model started that problem of At
light it shift fine from gear 1 to 3 then stuck there what must I do do this mechanics want to me
to replace the gearbox that I think is not necessarily. Hi David, in my case what my mechanic
did was replace the TCM and the car could shift normaly to all gears though the tcm replaced
doesn't match my previous one it's doing the job quite fine. Replacing the gearbox should be
the last option and it's not cheap either. Grandlife answered 3 years ago. The tcm that matches
my cat costs about k Kenya shillings that includes shipping and duty. The tcm am using isn't a
tiptronic type but works well on D. My mechanic gave me at Kenya shillings Dollar rate is at
Divide by that. GuruDXT3V answered 3 years ago. I have a Mazda 3. Right at around k miles, this
happened to me. I had the transmission serviced and spent a lot of money on work related to
the transmission, but it ended up being a bad system computer. That's also something to think
about. I changed the computer on my car and the car was working fine Kinda scary at times
Festus answered 3 years ago. GuruDN2J1 answered 3 years ago. Hi Brian. Following closely on
your story. I seem to have kinda the same experience. Had my tcm for my mazda 5 repaired but
it still won't shift to gear 4. Having p error and I fear that I may replace the tcm with a new one
and the problem persist I cant get this TCM number anywhere, i am not even sure if this will
solve the problem, right now am using a different one, its shifting gears but the car jerks during
the shifts, and it skips gear 2. Anyone who has ever solved this issue to please give a response.
Im still having the AT and check engine light. Joaquin answered 3 years ago. Please correct me
if I'm wrong but won't just replacing the powertrain power control module AT pcm computer
won't fix the problem isn't there something mechanically that's broken that causes the light to
come on too? I'll be my first guess fix the mechanical then worry about the computer or at least
try toO diagnostic the parts before replacing it then going to the electrical part then diagnostic
that. GuruZ48FP answered 3 years ago. My AT warning light has come on twice in the past
month. A Mazda 3 Hatchback 97, miles. The first time, it felt like the gear had slipped out when I

drove out of car lot. I parked car and turned it off and AT light disappeared when I restarted. No
problems for a month until today. The AT light came on today and the manual M part of
transmission would not go from 1, 2,3 or 4 but the D auto transmission worked fine. I parked
and turned off car, light and problem disappeared upon restart. I'm hoping it is a fluid level,
sensor or computer issue. I I will check fluid level and disconnect battery so that computer can
"reset. EnquiringMind7 answered 3 years ago. I took it to my mechanic yesterday and he could
not get any computer code reads. He checked transmission oil and said it was fine but a jiffy
lube guy told me it was dirty and had a lot- he told me to call the dealership and ask if
recommendable to get a transmission fluid flush at this point- I hate not knowing much about
cars. Any help you could give would help. Could dirty transmission oil cause problem? If your
tranny fluid is pink or red color it probably still has life. When it turns purple or black it is clearly
worn. I have not flushed mine for 50, miles. All I do is siphon a quart from the top dip stick and
add a new quart. It stays pink. Of course, some metal bits and dirt will remain in drain pan with
the siphon technique, but it has work for me on 2 cars without issue. I don't know how long you
had this car, but my model is known to make an occasional rough pop going into second gear.
It is widely reported without consequences or damage. Anyways, you may have to take it for a
diagnostic code read while the motor is still running. If you turn car off and restart, then AT
disappears. I disconnected my negative batt terminal to reset computer and no problems for 24
hours. Hopefully, you have an electrical issue computer or speed sensor rather than
mechanical. If you has a major problem, the tranny would allow you to use maybe 2 gears to get
to a station. I've read they are defaulted this way. HT answered 3 years ago. I have mazda 3 , km.
Having pretty much same issues as reported above. Car is currently sitting at a transmission
shop, they have said the transmission is good, it was serviced 2 years ago We are looking to get
used one could cost up to or order new for My concern is if I put a used one in it may fail again.
Hitch answered 3 years ago. I having all these similar issues eith code P shift solenoid a
electrical and P transmission fliud pressure sensor at light comes car drive up to 80 to but you
have force it and trip tronic arent therr doesnt work was going to take it to mister transmission.
My car still runs after 3 months of AT light problems. Like I said before, once it is warmed up,
there is no problem. When I cold start it, AT light sometimes appears. I restart engine and AT
light and problem disappears. I can get around problem by letting it fully warm up in park. The
theory is that once the engine and tranny warm, metal parts expand or become unstuck.
GuruZJ2DY answered 3 years ago. There is a transmission dip stick under the hood closer to
the dashboard. Look in owners manual for how to read dipstick. There will be different readings
based on whether car has been cold or running. I have Mazda 5 Last week AT light came and no
auto gear shifting. When i go to P or R it jerks. Changed the Transmission filter and flushed all
fluid but problem is still there. Today i started and same problem of AT and no auto shifting..
Suggestions are welcome. The AT light has not come on in 4 or 5 days. But there is no need to
install it as car is now OK. So it appears that my tranny fluid was old or that I had previously
used wrong fluid. So if is just the AT light without the Check Engine Light, replacing some or all
of fluid might work. Annie answered 3 years ago. Hi All, first owner 6, 2. The CEL light stayed on
for a few days. When both warning lights popped on, the car hesitated from a stop and then
kicked in Read great articles on here Thought I'd be opening the housing or replacing some
module Trans shifts perfectly! Seems to be way common!!! TSB out there? Anyhoo, first
mechanical issue in 12 years, not too bad! Thanks for suggestions.. Dont know its sensor
issue,or which type of sensor?? Can any body sujjest plz??? Thanks Guys. Taniya, have you
tried getting a code read? If you turn car off and restart, does AT light go away? Maybe you
need a tranny fluid change. Yup, i had code read but no code was there.. Tanya, I came onto this
late I popped a P for the record Thanks Annie, i will try this.. Mine is a Mazda 3. Error code is P I
have both the AT and CE warning light. The car only does gear 1and 3 n thats all Jerks from P to
R and P to D. Someone please assist. Pateta answered 3 years ago. Took it to the dealer
yesterday and they changed the AT Speed sensor. I picked up my car today and after an hour of
driving the lights are back on along with the other problems. GBrianB answered 3 years ago. Hi
Everyone I have a Mazda 3 Starts fine but after getting warmed up it jerks hard when in 4 or 5th
gear - has done it many times on the interstate or on side roads. Doesn't seem the gear number
on the control panel is reading it right - will stay in 5th gear until I come to a complete stop even
though I don't think I am in 5th gear the AT light will briefly come on when this happens then go
off. Sometimes car will lurch a bit when stopped at a red light when I have my foot on the brake.
We have had the transmission flushed it was very dirty and twice looked at by an mechanic and
the Mazda dealer. Dealer re-calibrated the Torque Converter Module, checked the pins to make
sure all were in alignment, and did some code reads. Could not get a code read on this. They
suggested to replace the TCM, mechanic suggested replace the entire transmission. Now they
are saying take it a Transmission shop and have them look at the programming. Any ideas or

does this sound familiar? It seems mechanics often give faulty advice on tranny issues. No
engine light? My AT light would come on with cold starts. Once warm, no problem. To remove
AT light I would stop then restart engine. I siphoned 2 qts of tranny fluid and added 2 fresh
quarts and problem disappeared for about a month. AT light has come on again. So my thinking
is that I need a complete flush and filter change. Your tranny filter possibly has a magnet pan
which holds a lot of the worn metal bits and needs to be changed if it is "full". That's a guess.
My car is an Mazda 3. The loose metal bits could obstruct speed sensor function as the speed
sensor also has a magnetic like function. Again, just a theoretical guess. I went to 3 different
repair shops and each one refused to even look at my tranny when I explained problem. One
even said you need a new tranny without even looking. It seems that mechanics are very
defensive about doing any transmission work. If you have done a flush at a place every 3 years,
they have a record and will do it, but not out of the blue. AprilOrtiz answered 2 years ago. Any
suggestions? GuruZ48FP answered 2 years ago. If you switched engines, then I'm surprised
you would ask such a question. It should be within your range. GuruZ48FP switching engines is
not that difficult , this is my fifth one. But it is my first time using a different engine from a make
and model. So any answers GURU? Lescita answered 2 years ago. I have a Mazda 6 that will not
shift after 3rd gear. I had a transmission flush and filter change and ran excellent after but now
it's doing the same thing and my AT light came on. What does this mean again? Shop thinks
transmission needs replaced. I've read the computer had a bad program from the factory.
Should be reflashed. I've also read it could be the TCM. I don't know if it will solve your problem,
but a replaced transmission is usually not a practical choice. If that's what it needs, you can
consider replacing the car. Dube answered 2 years ago. GuruW6JM2 answered 2 years ago. It's
on the dash along with other warnings coming on as well also stuck in 3rd gear. Brian answered
2 years ago. I haven't fixed it yet but will be doing so soon. The conclusion is that i need a new
gear box. We have isolated the problem to that. There is nothing we haven't tried. At the
moment my car isn't moving. Only works with 1st gear. It cant even go up an ant hill. When the
mechanics tell you to replace the tranny, please do, they have a reasoN. Gearbox is very
expensive my story is painful coz i sent someone to get me this car from Durban last week it
seems to me that he came with it in that very condition. In my case we have tries every means
possible, from solenoids to speed sensors, tranny fluid Replaced the TCM. I know the gearbox
is expensive but if its the only option i have i will just have to do it. Took my car CMC who are
the Mazda dealers and they told me the same thing. It will cost me about 70k kenya shillings to
get the transmission, plus another 5k labour to fit it. It can be fixed, depends on how damaged it
is. Mine is so damaged the only gear i have left is gear 1 and 5. I got a Mazda 5 ,my gearbox
cracked and leaked the whole ATF, which I didn't know till when I refilled and after a few kms it
drained the whole stuff and stalled! Mech said its beyond repair so i got another transmission
and a different TCM though not exactly as the original as it refused to work with the new
transmission. Car is moving well but jerks sometimes on the Reverse gear,Problem now is the
AT and check engine lights are still their,tried to erase but no success. What can be the issue?
Original mazda transmission fluid, bro i have tried that several times it didnt work, mine used to
behave just like that, gear only.. All i have now is gear I am replacing mine soon i will give you a
feedback.. Lydia answered 2 years ago. Upon reading the manual, i found that the AT Auto
Transaxel is actually an electrical issue. Totally not what i expected! I can work on trucks all day
long, but im completely clueless when it comes to cars, especially crappy little foreign cars. I
read through most of the comments on here about this particular issue, and noticed that no one
really mentioned their brakes. How are the brakes being affected by an electrical issue? I realize
i also mentioned the ABS light was on, but the manual suggests my brakes should still function
as normal. Yes, my brake fluid is full. GuruV67ZR answered 2 years ago. My Mazda 3 AT light
would come on randomly and go away after 5 mins. Usually after a heavy rain. This time it was
on for 2 weeks and was stuck in 3rd. GuruX29RC answered 2 years ago. I have a 92 Miata want
to know what this light mean even when the car is off still on. I have a mazda 3 with km. AT light
would come on randomly and go away after 5 mins and it jerks. We have had the transmission
flushed but didn't work. A week ago, my care on way to work jerked a couple of times and the
AT light turned on momentarily. I took it to mazda and initially they could not find any codes,
nor replicate the issue. So I drove my car back home and on the way, it did it again, the jerk
motion and AT light turned on. I went back to mazda, the mechanic and I drove it for about 20
min to see if it happens again, but it did not. Next day, it happened again as I was heading to
work. The TCM was replaced and so far my car is working fine. I have a Mazda 3 2. And while I
was driving my car on the freeway it started to make a weird noise and the RPMs were really
high and i was only going 20 because there was a lot of traffic. Also, I drive the car in automatic
not manually. Did anyone get their problem fixed? Any tips? ShannonMZ6 answered about a
year ago. I have a Mazda 6. Any ideas what it could be? GuruHF86P answered about a year ago.

I have a CX-9, AT warning light came on and tranny was slipping and shifting hard from 1st to
2nd, changed transmission fluid, slipping minimized but AT light still turns on dash after I drive
for a while, they checked CPU and no code came up, what can be causing this? Karen answered
about a year ago. How much did it cost you to replace the TCM? Sabrina answered about a year
ago. I have a Mazda CX7 just had my transmission replaced now my dash lights and my radio
are blinking on and off every now and then and my RPMs are going haywire like back and forth
but could it be. GuruZ48FP answered about a year ago. I would take it back to mechanic who did
transmission work. Ask him to check the wiring. It seems mechanic inadvertently did it. But I'm
not certain. Fagazaman answered about a year ago. Hey guys, I have my mazda 6 , there seem
to be AT light showing, I recently took it for a computer check and the mechanic told me
nothing seems to be noticed as there is only an error code which he deleted from the computer
and the light went off, after a day the light came back on again. I tried to remove the negative
terminal of the battery and ot went off again. After about two days it's back on. One thing I
noticed though is when the AT light is on the manual gears dont shift to 1,2,3,4 or 5 it stays in M
GuruRDR7V answered about a year ago. Also, I tried resetting the interior cpu by disconnecting
the battery but I disconnected the positive terminal I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Mazda question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Mazda Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. I have a Mazda 3
sedan. It has 4 speeds. It has about , KM. I get all the normal oil changes done and brakes as
these are normal. I noticed about a year back, from time to time the check engine light and the
AT light would turn on. When the car is in park, and you move it to reverse it jerks. It shakes the
whole car. It would turn on and then it would just disappear on its own. Then it came on again,
and I went to a garage to get it checked out. I just said ok and left. The lights disspaeared and
took it to another mechanic. He told me the car is fine. The lights continued to come on and off.
For the past 2 days the check engine light and the AT light have been on. The car jerks from
parking to reverse. It slightly jerks while shifting from time to time. I need to know whats wrong
so I can get this fixed before it gets worse. The part number is FN If you are getting a P code,
this is the one to change. Do you. So what are the exact code numbers you have? Was this
answer. The problem came back and this time only the code PO came up. I would be looking at
the input speed sensor and go from there you can check the input speed sensor with a
multimeter. Do you have a multimeter? Please login or register to post a reply. Related Check
Engine Light Content. When I When your car's check engine comes on the first thing you think
of is my car still safe to drive? This is a valid point because in some instances the car will be
fine while First, I Have Mazda 3 Problems.. Check Engine Light On, Nothing Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Made by Japanese car manufacturer, the Mazda 3, or Mazda3 was
introduced in Almost all modern cars have on-board computers, which by use of sensors detect
if a fault has occurred with the vehicle. These lights display on the dashboard and range from a
light indicating a service is running, through to a serious problem. Red, or red flashing lights in
particular should not be ignored. Some warning lights may indicate a risk to driver and
passenger safety, or potential vehicle damage. Detailed below are the Mazda 3 dashboard
warning lights, along with each symbol meaning and recommended action to take. Check under
the bonnet in the brake fluid reservoir and top up with fluid if required. This is illustrated by the
illumination of both the brake system light red and the ABS light amber. What to do : Do not
attempt to drive if both the brake light and ABS light up simultaneously. If it comes on while
driving, it indicates a malfunction with the charging system of generator. Engine may cut-out at
any time. What to do : If the light comes on while driving, immediately turn off any unnecessary
electrical equipment such as the heater or air conditioning for example. This may prolong the
use of the vehicle for enough time to find somewhere safe to stop. High engine oil pressure is
required to enable oil to circulate the engine. The light will come on at startup and shortly go
out as normal. If the light comes on during driving, immediate action is required. What to do :
Stop and turn off the engine as soon as safely possible. Do not restart engine as engine
components are highly likely to be damaged. Arrange for vehicle to be recovered. Warning Light
Name : Coolant Temperature Urgency : Critical Description : The red thermometer symbol
comes on at start-up and goes out shortly as normal. If it comes on when driving, it indicates
that the engine coolant temperature is too high. Immediate action is required if this light comes
on else engine components may be damaged. Other symptoms include a loss of power,
knocking or pinging noise. What to do : The Mazda3 coolant warning may either flash or stay on
constantly:. ABS prevents wheel lock and under most conditions, prevents skidding and aids in

steering whilst under heavy braking. What to do : Your normal brakes will remain unaffected if
the ABS light comes on. However, the safety features associated with ABS will remain
deactivated. Have vehicle checked. Often the fault is due to ABS wheel speed sensors. Warning
Light Name : Steering Urgency : Low Description : The steering wheel and exclamation mark
light up on the Mazda 3 dashboard in amber indicating a fault with the electronic power
steering. Whilst operation of the steering wheel will remain unaffected, turning the wheel will
feel heavy. What to do : The system may have activated protection mode which results in
jerking the wheel left a right when moving slowly or stationary. If this happens, park the vehicle
and wait several minutes for the system to reactivate. This fault can occasionally be due to an
overheated power steering motor temporary fault or the steering angle sensor. There are
various faults associated with this symbol. What to do : Carry out the following depending on
your version of the Mazda This light comes on the Mazda 3 dashboard in amber indicating:.
What to do : If symbol flashes, avoid driving at high speeds. Risk to catalytic converter damage.
Seek help from qualified engineer. When the check engine light comes on, a fault code is stored
in the ECU. Diagnostic equipment is required to read the fault codes. The i-stop light flashing
also indicates a malfunction. What to do : See Mazda i-stop not working for possible reasons.
What to do : Continued driving may cause damage to the transaxle. The amber symbol may
come on when the system is active it looks like a car skidding. Have vehicle checked as soon as
possible. This system relies on ABS wheel speed sensors and due to these sensors location,
they often need replacing. Warning Light Name : Air Bag Urgency : High Description : This red
symbol represents vehicle safety systems for the air bag and seat belt pretensioners. Seat belt
pretensioner system tightens the seat belt in the event of a collision. Under normal operation,
this red symbol should come on with ignition and shortly go out. Check cabling under front
seats. There is a fault with the system if the symbol flashes for around 1 minute when the
ignition is switched to ON. What to do : If the amber light illuminates stable, not flashing , slow
down and avoid sudden or sharp steering movements. Check tyre pressures as soon as
possible. Warning Light Name : Key Urgency : Medium Description : If the key warning light
illuminates in red or the push button start flashes in amber, the engine may not start. Try
starting using the emergency start procedure. What to do : Ensure you have the key in the
vehicle, depress the clutch if manual or brake pedal automatic then press and hold the engine
start button until the engine starts. Warning Light Name : Security Urgency : Medium
Description : If the engine fails to start using the correct key and the security light illuminates or
flashes, try to the following. Switch off the ignition and attempt to restart. Try this 3 times. If the
engine fails to start, have vehicle checked. The system uses cameras that are mounted inside
the windscreen. What to do : Ensure the windscreen is clear from dirt or condensation to enable
the Forward Sensing Camera to work correctly. What to do : This may be due to the radar being
obscured by dirt. Clean the area around the radar on the front grille. Or the light does not come
on when the ignition is switched to ON. What to do : This fault may occur if tyres are used that
are not of the same specified size, manufacturer and tread pattern. Tyre that have significantly
different wear may also trigger a fault. Either system may not operate if the emergency spare
wheel is in use. What to do : Have the system checked. What to do : This could be due to dirt
obstructing the camera and radar systems. Clean windscreen camera and clean radar front
emblem. What to do : Reduce speed. There are:. I am looking to find out what is the problem.
What is wrong when the red key warning light appears randomly and car wont start. How do I
resolve this. The explanation given does not solve the problem. Hello, I am wondering what the
fault is when the traction control, hand break and ABS lights stay on at the same time? No
obvious changes about the car. Need some help please. My engine management light, Traction
Control light and an exclamation mark light all yellow came on my Mazda 3 1. The car
immediately went into limp mode and under acceleration would cause a lot of vibration from the
engine causing the entire car to shake. Any ideas of what it could be? Thank you. Hi Sean, The
traction control light comes on due to the engine management light coming on. The engine
management problem needs sorting then the traction control light will go out. Sounds perhaps
like an engine misfire due to the vibration. Blocked fuel injector perhaps, but you need fault
codes reading. What does an amber key light on mean? Thank you for your input. What
happens when all the warning lights all come on at the same time an Mazda service centre can
not find the problem. What is this indicate? Hi Gerald. It sounds like the front passenger seat
belt warning light PASS lit up in red. If you have an object placed on the front passenger seat, it
may trigger the warning light. Hi Heather. The falling snow can interrupt the camera, laser and
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